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Abstract. Bitcoin can process only a few transactions per second, which
is insufficient for a global payment network. The Lightning Network (LN)
aims to address this challenge. The LN allows for low-latency bitcoin
transfers through a network of payment channels. In contrast to regu-
lar Bitcoin transactions, payments in the LN are not globally broadcast.
Thus it may improve not only Bitcoin’s scalability but also privacy. How-
ever, the probing attack allows an adversary to discover channel balances,
threatening users’ privacy. Prior work on probing did not account for
the possibility of multiple (parallel) channels between two nodes. Naive
probing algorithms yield false results for parallel channels.
In this work, we develop a new probing model that accurately accounts
for parallel channels. We describe jamming-enhanced probing that allows
for full balance information extraction in multi-channel hops, which was
impossible with earlier probing methods. We quantify the attacker’s in-
formation gain and propose an optimized algorithm for choosing probe
amounts for multi-channel hops. We demonstrate its efficiency based on
real-world data using our own probing-focused LN simulator. Finally,
we discuss countermeasures such as new forwarding strategies, intra-hop
payment split, rebalancing, and unannounced channels.
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1 Introduction

To ensure public verifiability on widely available hardware, the throughput of
Bitcoin [22] is limited to around 7 transactions per second. Second-layer (L2)
protocols [9] aim to address this issue. The most prominent L2 protocol for
Bitcoin3 is a payment channel network called the Lightning Network (LN) [28]. A
payment channel is a trust-minimized two-party protocol for low-latency bitcoin
payments [12] with minimal interaction with the base layer. A channel network
allows for multi-hop payments between users who do not share a channel.

In contrast to Bitcoin transactions, which are public and provide very limited
privacy [1, 20], L2 payments are not globally broadcast. Hence the LN may be

3 Similar protocols are possible for other cryptocurrencies.
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seen as a privacy-enhancing technology. However, attacks on LN privacy have
been described, including balance probing. Probing allows for cheaply revealing
channel balances by sending fake payments (probes) [13, 16, 43, 46]. It can be
used as a building block to spy on payments or node balances, or to deanonymize
users.

The LN allows nodes to share multiple parallel channels. For instance, if all
funds in a channel between Alice and Bob are on Bob’s side, Alice cannot send
payments. She may want to open a new parallel channel to Bob to regain her
sending ability without losing the ability to receive through the older channel.
Earlier probing algorithms assume at most one channel between each two nodes4

and may give false or incomplete results if parallel channels are present.

Our contributions After providing the necessary background (Section 2), we
introduce the probing model (Section 3) and propose an optimized amount se-
lection method to maximize probing speed. We enhance the probing attack by
combining it with jamming or fee targeting. Using simulations based on a real-
world data5, we show that enhanced probing extracts full balance information in
parallel channels, which was impossible with prior methods (Section 4). More-
over, optimized amount selection increases probing speed by up to 15%, com-
pared to single-dimensional binary search. We discuss model limitations, attack
cost and trade-offs, payment flow discovery, and countermeasures in Section 5.
We review related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Background

To open a payment channel, Alice and Bob lock coins into a cooperatively owned
address, establishing the initial channel state. To make a payment, the parties
negotiate a new state, thereby provably invalidating the old one [9]. Any party
can close the channel and withdraw their coins on-chain at any time. LN security
is based on a penalty mechanism. If one party tries to cheat by closing the channel
with an outdated state (claiming more funds than the latest state prescribes),
the other party is granted a time window to withdraw all funds from the channel.

The total number of coins in a channel, constant throughout its lifetime, is
called capacity (Figure 1). The number of coins owned by each party is called its
balance and changes as payments are made. We refer to a pair of adjacent nodes
along with all channels that they share as a hop. Parallel channels may have
different security and fee policies [3]. A node may disable a channel direction
(e.g., before an expected loss of connectivity or channel settlement), making the
channel unidirectional6.

4 The paper [24] writes on probing in the presence of multiple channels between the
same nodes: “Our tool failed to produce accurate results in this scenario [. . .] further
research on how to deal with this complication would be highly appreciated.”

5 The code is at https://github.com/s-tikhomirov/ln-probing-simulator.
6 Not to be confused with an earlier unidirectional channel construction [12].

https://github.com/s-tikhomirov/ln-probing-simulator
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Fig. 1. A channel with capacity 5 and balances 3 and 2 for Alice and Bob, respectively.

LN nodes and channels are identified by persistent IDs. Node IDs are ran-
dom; channel IDs are derived from the parameters of their opening transactions.
Nodes can (but do not have to) announce their channels7. Nodes gossip about
availability, capacities, and policies of public (announced) channels.

An LN user can send multi-hop payments without establishing a channel with
the receiver. To initiate a payment, the receiver generates a payment secret and
sends its hash (the payment hash) to the sender. The sender sends the payment
along the payment path (an ordered list of routing8 nodes) as chosen based on
the sender’s local view of the network9. Routing nodes usually charge fees by
forwarding a bit less than they receive. If an intermediary hop contains parallel
channels, a routing node may use any of them (non-strict forwarding). Upon
receiving a payment, the receiver propagates the payment secret along the path
back to the sender. This ensures atomicity of balance shifts along the path as
they all depend on the same secret being revealed10.

LN nodes are only aware of payments that they send, receive, or forward.
Due to onion routing, intermediary nodes only know the previous and the next
node in the path, but not the ultimate sender or receiver. Intermediaries do,
however, learn the amounts of payments that they forward.

The forwarding ability of a channel is determined by its balances in the re-
quired direction. However, the sender only knows channels’ capacities11. There-
fore, multi-hop payment attempts may fail due to low balance at an intermediary
hop. In that case, the erring node notifies the sender which error has occurred
and where. The sender may have to make multiple payment attempts using
different paths until one succeeds.

The three major LN implementations – lnd, c-lightning, and eclair – use
different channel selection strategies when forwarding payments through a multi-
channel hop12. eclair selects the channel with the lowest capacity (among the
channels with the same capacity, it prefers the one with a lower balance)13. lnd
chooses a random channel14. c-lightning does not support parallel channels.

7 A 2020 study estimated that 28.7% of LN channels were unannounced [29].
8 Routing nodes may also be referred to as forwarding or intermediary nodes.
9 Alternative approaches are trampoline [40] and rendezvous routing [48].

10 It may be argued though that the wormhole attack [19] violates atomicity.
11 Obviously, nodes know the balances in their own channels.
12 Path selection algorithms also differ [18].
13 https://github.com/ACINQ/eclair/blob/5f9d0d/eclair-core/src/main/scala/

fr/acinq/eclair/payment/relay/ChannelRelay.scala#L199
14 https://github.com/lightningnetwork/lnd/blob/f98a3c/htlcswitch/switch.

go#L1091

https://github.com/ACINQ/eclair/blob/5f9d0d/eclair-core/src/main/scala/fr/acinq/eclair/payment/relay/ChannelRelay.scala#L199
https://github.com/ACINQ/eclair/blob/5f9d0d/eclair-core/src/main/scala/fr/acinq/eclair/payment/relay/ChannelRelay.scala#L199
https://github.com/lightningnetwork/lnd/blob/f98a3c/htlcswitch/switch.go#L1091
https://github.com/lightningnetwork/lnd/blob/f98a3c/htlcswitch/switch.go#L1091
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Fig. 2. A probing setup for a two-channel target hop. The attacker does not know
which channel the probes go through.

Fig. 3. Jamming attack. A jam (light-colored circle) is blocking other potential pay-
ments through the channel from Alice to Bob.

Attacks on Lightning

For our work, the most relevant attacks on the LN are probing and jamming.

Probing allows an attacker to reveal the balance of any forwarding channel
(assuming no multi-channel hops) by sending probes through it [13, 16, 43]. A
probe is a payment with amount a that contains a random value instead of a
payment hash. A probe fails either at an intermediary node due to insufficient
balance, or at the receiver because it does not know the preimage of the fake
payment hash15. The location of the erring node within the path reveals whether
the balance of the erring channel is above or below a. If the probe reaches the
target hop, we say that it succeeds if it goes through or that it fails if it does not16.
By sending probes with different amounts, the attacker can infer the balance in
the target channel with high accuracy. Assuming uniform balance distribution,
the best strategy for choosing probe amounts is binary search. If the target hop
contains parallel channels, probing may provide incorrect results (Figure 2).

Jamming is a family of denial-of-service attacks on LN channels [7, 41]. An
attacker initiates a payment along a circular17 path that includes the target
channel and refuses to reveal the payment secret, locking the funds along the
path (Figure 3). Shortly before timelocks expire, the attacker fails the payment
to release their coins without paying routing fees. In capacity-based jamming, an
attacker initiates payments of a given (presumably high) value [25]. In slot-based
jamming, an attacker sends a series of small payments (each above a certain dust
limit) to reach the limit of payment slots for in-flight payments (at most 483 in
each direction; channel parties may set lower limits) [42]. We refer to jamming
payments as jams. Onion routing complicates protection against jamming: the
victim does not know who is sending the jams.

15 We do not consider other potential errors for simplicity.
16 When probing via multi-hop paths, the probe may not reach the target hop at all.
17 Alternatively, the path may terminate at a different node controlled by the attacker.
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3 Probing model

We assume the following threat model. The goal of the attacker is to reveal exact
channel balances in target hops as quickly as possible18. The attacker only uses
public knowledge about nodes and channels. The attacker can run multiple LN
nodes, open channels, and maintain them for the duration of the attack19. The
attacker can run modified software but has no control over other users’ software.

We define channel direction as follows: dir0 is the direction from the node
with the alphanumerically smaller ID to the other node; dir1 is the opposite di-
rection. We define channel balance (in satoshis20) as the balance of the node with
the alphanumerically smaller ID. Note that the dir0 / dir1 notation is defined
by random node IDs. It neither depends on the payment direction (upstream /
downstream) nor on who opened the channel (inbound / outbound).

A hop with N channels is defined by channel capacities C = (c1, . . . , cN ) and
balances B = (b1, . . . , bN ). Let Ed be the set of channels enabled in direction d,
where d ∈ {dir0, dir1}. The forwarding ability of a hop is determined by the
maximal balances among the channels enabled in a given direction, which we
denote as h for dir0 and g for dir1 :

h = max
i∈Edir0

bi

g = max
i∈Edir1

(ci − bi)

In the general case, probes only give the attacker information about h or g,
not about individual balances21. The attacker maintains the current lower and
upper bounds22 for h and g: hl < h ≤ hu and gl < g ≤ gu, initially set to:

hl = gl = −1

hu = max
i∈Edir0

ci

gu = max
i∈Edir1

ci

Let F be the set of all possible values of B, as per the attacker’s current
knowledge. S(F ) is the number of values F contains. Each probe cuts F in two
parts, one of which is excluded from further consideration. Assuming uniform
balance distribution, an optimal probe should cut F in half.

18 We assume that all target channels are equally interesting for the attacker.
19 Sending one probe normally takes a few seconds.
20 1 satoshi equals 10−8 BTC and is the smallest sub-unit of bitcoin. The LN operates

with millisatoshi precision off-chain, but such amounts cannot be settled on-chain
precisely. For simplicity, our model operates with satoshi-level precision.

21 Enhanced probing techniques described in Section 3.4 overcome this limitation.
22 Note that for lower bound is strict, and the upper bound is non-strict. If the probe

of amount a in direction dir0 succeeds, h is greater or equal to a, but if the probe
fails, it is strictly less than a, and analogously for g and dir1 . Our definitions reflect
this asymmetry and thus allow for uniform calculations when deriving Equation 1.
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Fig. 4. Probing a one-channel hop with simple binary search. The star denotes the
true balance. The colored rectangle represents the attacker’s current estimates.
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Fig. 5. A geometrical model for the first two probes of a two-channel target hop. The
first probe (left) fails (upper bound); the second probe (right) succeeds (lower bound).

3.1 Examples

As the simplest example, consider a hop containing a single channel with capac-
ity c (Figure 4). Let bl and bu be the current lower (strict) and upper (non-strict)
bounds for the true balance b, respectively23. Initially, bl = −1 and bu = c.
F = (bl, bu]. For each next ith probe, the attacker chooses the amount as:

ai = (bl + bu + 1)/2

If the probe fails, bu is updated to ai − 1, otherwise bl is updated to ai − 1.
Next, consider a two-channel hop with equal capacities c1 = c2 = c (Figure 5).

Initially, S(F ) = (c + 1)2. The first probe amount should be:

a1 = (c + 1)/
√

2

Note that a1 = (c + 1)/2 would be suboptimal: it divides S(F ) in the pro-
portion 3:1, not 1:1.

Assume the probe has failed. This indicates that the balance is within a
smaller area (the colored square in Figure 5, left). The second probe should
divide that area in half (Figure 5, right), and so on.

23 The definition is asymmetric to maintain uniformity with the generalized model
introduced later in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 6. A geometrical model for probing a two-channel hop.

3.2 Generalized geometrical model

We can think of an N -channel hop as an N -dimensional (hyper-)rectangle R,
with sides parallel to the axes24. Each side corresponds to one channel (some
channels may be unidirectional). Along the ith dimension, R is defined by the co-
ordinates [0, ci]. The coordinates of each point within R correspond to a possible
balance vector. One of the vertices of R is the origin point (0, . . . , 0).

A probe with amount a “cuts” an a-sided square either from the origin point
(for dir0 ) or from the opposite vertex (for dir1 ). If the probe fails, all coordinates
of B are lower than a (a new upper bound25), otherwise at least one coordinate
of B is greater than or equal to a (a new lower bound). If both directions have
enabled channels, the attacker may choose any direction for the probe.

Figure 6 illustrates a two-dimensional case with c1 = c2 = c. The attacker
currently knows that the balance cannot be within the two smaller squares with
sides hl and gl because the corresponding probes have succeeded. At the same
time, the balance must be within the two larger squares with sides hu and gu

because the corresponding probes have failed.

We can define F (colored) as the intersection of two L-shaped figures, re-
flecting the current bounds on h and g. Note that F may take different shapes,
depending on how the bounds relate to each other and to the hop configuration.
The attacker chooses the next probe amount a to cut F in half.

Consider an illustrative probing of a two-channel hop with both channels
enabled in both directions (Figure 7). Note that in the final stages of probing F
consists of two disjoint diagonally symmetric rectangles, reflecting the fact that
channels can only be probed up to permutation.

24 We continue using terms such as “rectangle” and “area” for clarity.
25 More precisely, we use effective amounts as bounds, as defined in Appendix A.
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Fig. 7. Probing a two-channel hop step by step. Probing steps omitted between the
bottom-left and the bottom-right (final) figures.

Let us denote x = x + 1 and use subscript i for the ith coordinate. In the
general case, we calculate S(F ) as follows (for full derivation, see Appendix A):

S(F ) =

N∏
i=1

(hu
i +gui −ci)−

N∏
i=1

(hl
i+gui −ci)−

N∏
i=1

(hu
i +gli−ci)+

N∏
i=1

(hl
i+gli−ci) (1)

In prior probing algorithms, each next amount a was chosen as the mid-
point between the current bounds (single-dimensional binary search), which is
suboptimal in the multi-dimensional case (Section 3.1). Instead, we propose an
optimized amount choice algorithm to cut F in half. It works as follows. Initially,
set al = hl + 1, au = hu, and consider a candidate value a = (al + au)/2. Let
Sa be the area under the potential cut. If Sa < S

2 , set al = a, else set au = a.

Repeat until Sa is as close as possible26 to S
2 . For N = 1, the two methods are

equivalent.

26 It is usually impossible to cut F in half precisely: increasing a by 1 satoshi adds
multiple points to S(F ) in multi-channel hops (depending on hop configuration).
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Fig. 8. Probing a 3-channel hop from direction dir0 : in progress (left), finished (right).
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Fig. 9. The final result of probing a 3-channel hop (left) and a 2-channel hop (right).
Exact balances in the 3-channel hop are unknown even after fully revealing h and g.

3.3 Challenge of probing multi-channel hops

Hops with three channels or more cannot be fully probed due to dimensionality.
Consider a three-channel hop with equal-capacity channels. Each probe in dir0
cuts an a-sided cube from the corner of the larger C-sided cube. Each bound
on h is represented by a surface composed of three faces of the respective cube
(Figure 8, left). The smaller surface represents hl, and the larger surface repre-
sents hu. With each new probe, the two surfaces get closer, until they collapse
into one surface representing the true value of h (Figure 8, right).

Analogously, probes in dir1 cut cubes from the opposite corner of the large
cube. Consider the final state of the attack when h and g have been fully re-
vealed (Figure 9, left). The true balance point lies at the intersection of two
surfaces, each composed of three perpendicular squares. In the general case, this
intersection is composed of six intervals and cannot be shrunk to single points.
In contrast, in a 2-channel hop, exact balances are revealed (up to permutation)
as an intersection of two L-shapes, i.e., one of two points (Figure 9, right).

Another reason why fully probing multi-channel hops may be impossible is
a vast difference in channel capacities, which allows larger channels to “mask”
smaller ones (see Appendix B for details).
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Fig. 10. A geometrical representation of jamming-enhanced probing for a 3-channel
hop with equal capacities. The three balances are revealed separately.

3.4 Enhanced probing

The only way for the attacker to gain more balance information in multi-channel
hops would be to force probes to go through specific channels. The attacker
cannot affect the channel choice strategy of a routing node. However, it is possible
to reduce the set of suitable channels the routing node picks from.

We consider two probing enhancement techniques to achieve this goal. In
jamming-enhanced probing, the attacker jams all channels in a target hop except
one, and then probes the remaining channel. In geometrical terms, this allows for
making cuts parallel to the axes, which ultimately leads to revealing the exact
balance point as the intersection of three perpendicular planes (Figure 10).

In fee-aware probing [30], the attacker sets the fee offered along with the
probe such that the probe can only be forwarded through a subset of cheapest
channels in the target hop. In the best case (for the attacker), fees for all channels
in the target hop are different. In the worst case, all channels require equal fees,
and fee-aware probing yields no advantage. Jamming-enhanced and fee-aware
probing may be combined, which allows for probing individual channels inside
one fee level. More generally, the prober may tune other parameters, such as
timeouts, instead of or in addition to fee levels (policy-aware probing).

We use an isolated testing environment based on real LN node implementa-
tions to confirm that enhanced probing indeed allows an attacker to infer indi-
vidual balances of parallel channels. Setup details are provided in Appendix C.
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4 Evaluation

4.1 Data source

We captured an LN snapshot using our own c-lightning node on 2021-12-09.
The snapshot contains 17068 nodes and 78076 channels27 with a total capacity of
3370 BTC28. This is in line with public explorers such as the one ran by ACINQ29

(the developers of eclair), which on the same day reported 16977 nodes and
77906 channels. 63697 channels (82%) are enabled in both directions. Multi-
channel hops hold a disproportionately large share of capacity (Table 1) and
thus presumably play a more important role in routing than single-channel hops.

Channels in a hop Share of hops (%) Share of capacity (%)

1 95.4 77.6

2 4.2 10.7

3 0.3 2.7

4 0.1 2.0

≥ 5 0.02 0.3

Table 1. Share of hops by the number of channels and by total capacity.

4.2 Metrics

The uncertainty U of a hop is the number of bits required to encode the position
of B, given the current attacker’s knowledge. It is calculated as log2(S(Fi)),
where Fi is the set of all possible balance points after the ith probe. If P
probes are made in total, U decreases from Ubefore = log2(S(F0)) to Uafter =
log2(S(FP )). For a set T of target hops, the final achieved information gain is:

I = 1−
∑
t∈T

U t
after

/∑
t∈T

U t
before (2)

Assuming m messages sent in total, the probing speed is defined as:

S =
1

m

(∑
t∈T

U t
before −

∑
t∈T

U t
after

)
(3)

Messages include probes and jams (for jamming-enhanced probing).

27 We only consider the largest connected component, which contains 99.1% of nodes
and 99.9% of channels.

28 For an earlier version of this paper, we used a snapshot taken on 2021-09-09. Within
three months between the snapshots, the number of nodes increased by 25%, the
number of channels by 19%, and the total capacity by 35%.

29 https://explorer.acinq.co/

https://explorer.acinq.co/
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Fig. 11. Achieved information gain for non-enhanced and jamming-enhanced probing.

4.3 Results

For each channel in the snapshot, we generate a balance uniformly at random
between 0 and the channel capacity. We simulate probing attacks on target hops
with 1 to 5 channels (hops with more channels are rare in the snapshot). We
model two modes of probing: direct and remote.

In direct probing, the attacker opens a channel to one of the parties of the
target hop and sends probes via the 2-hop path. Direct probing is efficient (all
probes reach the target) but requires paying on-chain fees for each target hop.
Moreover, it requires cooperation of the victim (though public nodes usually
allow opening channels to them if a user fully funds it).

In remote probing, the attacker connects to a few well-connected nodes and
sends probes through multi-hop paths. This approach allows for amortizing the
on-chain cost of channel openings over multiple target hops. Another benefit of
remote probing is that it yields information about intermediary hops as well
as the target hop. The attacker accumulates this information to avoid sending
probes via low-balance channels. The main drawback of remote probing is that
some probes do not reach the target hop due to low balance in an intermediary
channel. This effect is more pronounced for larger amounts.

We measure information gain and probing speed for two probing methods
(non-enhanced and jamming-enhanced), two probe amount selection methods
(optimized and non-optimized), and two types of probing (direct and remote).
For each parameter combination, we run 100 simulations and average the results.
For each simulation, we probe 20 target hops chosen at random.

Information gain decreases as N increases (Figure 11) for non-enhanced prob-
ing, as expected due to the dimensionality issue (Section 3.4). For example, 5-
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Fig. 12. Probing speed for non-enhanced and jamming-enhanced probing.

channel hops can only be probed to around 0.4 information gain. This applies to
both direct and remote probing. In contrast, jamming-enhanced probing achieves
high information gain (above 0.9) for all values of N , illustrating the advantage
of such technique. A slight drop for N = 5 is caused by one atypical 5-channel
hop in the snapshot that has most of its channels disabled. Lower information
gain for remote probing is explained by routing issues.

In terms of probing speed, the optimized amount selection method consis-
tently outperforms the non-optimized method for all values of N ≥ 2 (Figure 12).
(Information gain is the same for the two amount selection methods. The opti-
mized method only allows for getting the same information faster rather than get-
ting more information.) The speedup mostly decreases with increasing N , which
is explained by the fact that the optimized method generally chooses higher
amounts (for example, 1/2 vs 1/

√
2 in a two-channel hop with c1 = c2 = 1),

which are more likely to fail. Direct probing is always faster than remote probing
because all probes reach the target hop. Jamming-enhanced probing lowers the
probing speed compared to non-enhanced probing as it implies sending jams in
addition to probes. Finally, we note that the optimized method performs better
than or similarly to the non-optimized one for all N in both direct and remote
probing.

Additional simulations show how the capacity ratio in two-channel hops af-
fects information gain (see Appendix D).
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5 Discussion

The simulations have demonstrated that jamming-enhanced probing achieves
nearly full balance information extraction, which is otherwise impossible for
multi-channel hops in the general case. Moreover, optimized amount selection
increases probing speed. The highest speedup is achieved for two-channel hops,
which are the most prominent multi-channel hops in the network.

5.1 Limitations

Our model does not provide theoretical guarantees on the performance of the
attack. Simulation-based estimations may serve as rough upper bounds as they
assume that remote nodes with sufficient balance always forward payments. In
real-world scenarios, the result would depend on network topology, attacker’s
connectivity, routing policies of other nodes, and other factors.

Our model ignores regular LN activity. If a target hop is heavily used, bal-
ances may shift between probes, outdating attacker’s estimations. This is one of
the reasons why speeding up the attack is important: it reduces the probabil-
ity of interference with honest payments. Moreover, we do not model in-flight
payments. Our model assumes that the two channel balances sum up to its ca-
pacity, which allows us to derive one balance from the other. In the real network,
channel capacity is composed of the two balances and in-flight payments. We as-
sume that in-flight payments resolve quickly enough to have no effect on probing
results. We also do not account for LN routing fees.

We make some simplifying assumptions about jamming. First, we assume
that the attacker can jam any hop. In practice, jamming requires additional
liquidity and channel slots, which may be unavailable. Second, we assume that
the attacker can jam a specific channel within a remote hop. In practice, routing
nodes are free to choose which channel to forward the jam through in multi-
channel hops (just like with regular payments). As a result, the attacker only
knows how many channels are jammed but does not know which ones. Even
if the attacker derives N channel balances exactly, they are only known up to
a permutation. Third, we assume that the attacker can jam channels in both
directions. In practice, leaf hops can only be jammed in one direction30. Finally,
channels disabled in both directions cannot be probed, even with jamming.

5.2 Attack cost and trade-offs

Probing is relatively cheap. The attacker pays on-chain fees for opening and clos-
ing channels, but never pays LN routing fees, because probing payments never
complete. There is a trade-off between direct and remote probing. Direct probing
increases probing speed but requires more on-chain fees and locked capital. We
leave the evaluation of this trade-off for future work.

30 The attacker may still distinguish between parallel channels in leaf hops using fee-
aware probing (see Section 3.4).
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Jamming-enhanced probing brings additional costs. Capacity-based jamming
requires at least one high-capacity channel. The amount of funds locked should be
close to the aggregate balance of all parallel target channels. Slot-based jamming
requires opening many low-capacity channels. The exact number of attacker’s
channels equals the number of channels to be jammed because the attacker’s
path is limited by the same number of slots31.

Jamming might be challenging for certain hop configurations. For example, it
would be impossible to slot-jam more than one channel in a multi-channel target
hop that is only connected to the rest of the network with a single channel.
Similar limitations apply for capacity jamming32. To overcome this issue, the
attacker needs to connect to the target hop via several disjoint paths.

5.3 Payment flow inference

Probing can be a building block for more advanced attacks, such as payment
flow inference. Given a series of balance snapshots, the attacker can construct
a balance difference graph where edges with non-zero value correspond to pay-
ments. The attacker can then discover the sender, the receiver, and the amount,
as balances along the path are shifted by the same amount (modulo fees). Note
that snapshots should be frequent as payments that pass through the same hop
distort the picture. Prior work [16] has shown that 30-second snapshots allow
revealing payments with 66% success rate, assuming relatively low network us-
age (2000 payments per day). Obtaining a full network snapshot so quickly is
challenging: each probe takes a few seconds. A more realistic goal could be to
infer payment flows between a given pair of nodes by tracking balances in a few
shortest paths between them. LN diameter is 6 hops [38], typical path lengths
are 3–6 hops, and the target sub-network may be comprised of around 50 nodes.

5.4 Countermeasures

The fact that failed payment attempts are free in the LN makes probing cheap.
Proposals to limit the number of payment attempts a node can make, e.g., by
incurring upfront fees for all attempts, are being discussed [14,23]. Assuming no
such changes to the LN protocol, we now discuss countermeasures that individual
nodes can apply.

Alternative forwarding strategies A routing node can try to obfuscate the
state of its channels if probing is detected (e.g., if it notices a series of failed
payments with amounts that follow the binary search pattern). In particular,
routing nodes may select channels in a way that minimizes changes to h and
g. A heavily used routing node could execute payments in batches. Within one
batch, payments can be re-ordered so that they cancel each other out, at least
partially. More generic flow concealment strategies are also possible.

31 Assuming all channels have the same number of slots. The attacker may have higher
limits than the victim, but no channel can have more than 483 slots per direction.

32 Note that channels might be bottlenecked by slots, but available by capacity.
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Intra-hop payment split A routing node can potentially divide a payment
among parallel channels toward the next hop, which may optimize hop band-
width and hinder probing. This technique is being discussed as part of the fu-
ture switch to a new type of channel construction [27, 49]. From the prober’s
viewpoint, a multi-channel hop with intra-hop payment split is equivalent to
a single-channel hop. The prober can thus reveal the sum of channel balances.
Note the difference compared to multi-path33 payments (MPP): in MPP, the
sender fully determines how to split the payment [6], whereas in intra-hop split,
such decisions are made locally by routing nodes.

Channel rebalancing Channel rebalancing [2,17] is a process by which an LN
node initiates (presumably circular) payments to bring the ratio of its channel
balance to channel capacity closer to some desirable value (e.g., 50%). Just-in-
time (JIT) routing [26] is a form of rebalancing done while forwarding another
payment. If a routing node is asked to forward a payment for which all its
channels lack balance, it first moves some funds to the local side of one of its
channels using a circular payment, and then proceeds with the forwarding. From
a prober’s standpoint, rebalancing changes the properties of a hop mid-probe,
distorting the estimates. Without intra-hop splitting, a multi-channel hop be-
tween Alice and Bob with JIT routing becomes equivalent to a single-channel
hop with balances equal to

min

 ∑
i∈Edir0

bi, max
i∈Edir0∩Edir1

ci


on the Alice’s side and

min

 ∑
i∈Edir1

(ci − bi), max
i∈Edir0∩Edir1

ci


on the Bob’s side. Indeed, ignoring network topology, Alice can concentrate

all her local balances in one channel, if the total does not exceed the capacity
of the largest bidirectional channel. Note that for JIT routing to work, at least
one channel must be enabled in both directions (i.e., Edir0 ∩ Edir1 6= ∅).

Unannounced channels To hide public channel balances, a node may open
unannounced channels in parallel to announced ones. Depending on the relation
between the balances of announced and unannounced channels, the attacker may
still be able to discover unannounced channel balances (e.g., if the balance of
the unannounced channel exceeds the balances of announced channels). Even in
that case, the standard probing technique needs to be modified.

33 Also referred to as multi-part payments.
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6 Related work

Attacks on the LN can be grouped into DoS-related [10,21,25,32,33,37,42,44],
privacy-related [4, 13,16,24,33,34,35,43,46], and incentive-related [45].

Prior work on channel probing introduced the general idea [13], suggested
probing channels from both ends [46], controlling both the sender and the re-
ceiver of probes [16], and multi-hop probing [43]. Multiple LN simulators have
been designed to analyze honest economic activity [4, 5, 47] or the cost of open-
ing payment channels [8]. Rate-limiting has been proposed to mitigate issues
like probing and jamming [15,23,31,36,41]. The fee structure [4] and the tension
between privacy and utility of routing nodes [11, 39] have also been discussed.
Other relevant prior work focused on channel jamming [21, 42], channel policy
exploitation [30], and improved payment forwarding [49].

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have developed a comprehensive model for channel balance
probing in the Lightning Network. Our model is the first one to account for
parallel channels. We have introduced enhanced versions of the probing attack,
combining it with channel jamming and fee targeting. Enhanced probing al-
lows for nearly full balance information extraction in multi-channel hops, which
was impossible with prior methods. Moreover, we have proposed an optimized
amount selection algorithm based on N-dimensional binary search that increases
probing speed.

We have confirmed our findings experimentally in an isolated testing envi-
ronment and using a new probing-focused Lightning simulator. The simulations
based on a real-world network snapshot show that optimized amount selection
speeds up probing by up to 15% compared to single-dimensional binary search
(two-channel target hops, direct non-enhanced probing). The experiments also
illustrate the trade-off between direct and multi-hop probing. Finally, we have
outlined potential countermeasures and avenues for future work.

The Lightning Network promises to significantly improve Bitcoin’s scalabil-
ity and privacy. To fully realize its potential, it should defend against attacks
such as balance probing and channel jamming. We hope that this work helps
improve the trade-offs between scalability, security, and privacy for Lightning,
while preserving its permissionless nature.
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A Derivation of Equation 1

Consider an N -dimensional grid with integer coordinates. Let 0 be the origin
point. We define a rectangle R(L,U) with its lower-left (closest to 0) and upper-
right vertices L = (l1, . . . , lN ) and U = (u1, . . . , uN ). If ∃i ∈ [1, N ] : li > ui, then
R(L,U) = ∅ and S(R(L,U)) = 0. Otherwise, the area of R(L,U) is:

S(R) =

N∏
i=1

(ui − li + 1) (4)

Both L and U belong to R(L,U), hence the +1. The intersection of rectangles
is a rectangle: R1 ∩R2 = R(L2, U1). We can calculate its area using Equation 4.
The area of a difference of rectangles (not necessarily a rectangle) is:

(R1 \R2) = S(R1)− S(R1 ∩R2)

Let us now define S(F ) in terms of rectangles. Let us denote ĝl = (ci−gli) and
ĝu = (ci − gui ). Each probe corresponds to a rectangle. For dir0 , the lower-left
vertex is 0; for dir1 , the upper-right vertex is C. The opposite vertex reflects
the probe amount. Each of the four bounds (hl, hu, gl, gu) defines a rectangle:
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R→l = R(0, hl)

R→h = R(0, hu)

R←l = R(ĝl, C)

R←h = R(ĝu, C)

The upper bounds hu and gu imply that B is within the intersection of their
corresponding rectangles, which we will call Rin:

Rin = R→h ∩R←h

The lower bounds hl and gl imply that B is outside their corresponding
rectangles. Hence, we exclude from Rin the points that belong to R→l and R←l34:

F = Rin \ (R→l ∪R←l) (5)

The area S(F ) can be calculated as:

S(F ) = S(Rin)− S(Rin ∩R→l)− S(Rin ∩R←l) + S(R→l ∩R←l) (6)

We must add the last component (R→l∩R←l) to compensate for having sub-
tracted it twice. Note that R→l ∩R←l ⊆ Rin, which follows35 from the definition
of lower and upper bounds.

We define the effective probe amount for channel i and direction dir0 as:

ai =

{
a, i ∈ E and a ≤ ci

ci + 1, otherwise
(7)

We also define the effective lower bound hl
i for h along the dimension i:

hl
i =

{
a− 1, i ∈ E and a ≤ ci

ci, otherwise
(8)

The rationale here is that a probe can only give information about channels
that are enabled in the probe’s direction and whose capacity is higher than the
probe amount (which is not always the case for intermediary hops in remote
probing). To reflect this fact, the length of the rectangle being “cut” along the
ith dimension is either a or ci + 1, which can be written uniformly as hl

i + 1.
The definitions for hu

i , g
l
i, g

u
i are analogous. This notation allows for generalized

formulas for all hop configurations.
By definition, probes with amounts hl and hu are issued in direction dir0 , and

gl and gu are issued in direction dir1 . Hence our notation omits the directions:
hl
i = hl,dir0

i , hu
i = hu,dir0

i , gli = gl,dir1i , gui = gu,dir1i .

34 Figure 6 shows an example for N = 2 and c1 = c2 = c.
35 Indeed, R→l ⊆ R→h and R←l ⊆ R←h, hence R→l ∩ R←l ⊆ R→h and R→l ∩ R←l ⊆

R←h. Therefore, R→l ∩R←l ⊆ Rin, and Rin ∩R→l ∩R←l = R→l ∩R←l.
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Let us now calculate S(F ) following Equation 6. First, consider Rin. To
calculate S(Rin) using Equation 4, we need to know where the lower-left and
upper-right vertices of Rin are. The upper-right vertex is defined by the upper-
bound probe in dir0 , therefore its ith coordinate is hu

i . Let us denote x = x+ 1.
The corresponding rectangle R→h cuts hu

i + 1 points along the ith dimension.
The lower-left vertex is defined by the upper-bound probe in dir1 , therefore its
ith coordinate is ci − gui . The corresponding rectangle R←h cuts gui + 1 points
along the ith dimension. Applying Equation 4, we get:

S(Rin) =

N∏
i=1

(hu
i + gui − ci) (9)

This formula has a geometrical interpretation. Each of the two probes – in
dir0 and dir1 – cuts an interval along the ith dimension. The former probe cuts
[0, hu

i ]. This means that bi can take any of hu
i + 1 values from 0 to hu

i . The
latter probe cuts [ci − gui , ci]. This means that bi can take any of gui + 1 values
from ci − gui to ci. Adding up the lengths of the two intervals would “cover” all
points in [0, ci], and the points at the intersection would be covered twice. We
can calculate its length as the sum of the two lengths minus the length of the
whole interval [0, ci]: (hu

i + 1) + (gui + 1)− (ci + 1) = hu
i + gui − ci.

Now consider the lower bounds (this corresponds to subtracting R→l ∪R←l

in Equation 1). The probe with amount hl in dir0 defines R→l. The intersection
Rin ∩R→l = R(ci − gui , h

l
i) has the area:

S(Rin ∩R→l) =

N∏
i=1

(hl
i + gui − ci) (10)

Analogously for R←l = R(ci − gli, h
u
i ):

S(Rin ∩R←l) =

N∏
i=1

(hu
i + gli − ci) (11)

Finally, for R→l ∩R←l:

S(R→l ∩R←l) =

N∏
i=1

(hl
i + gli − ci) (12)

Combining equations 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12, we get Equation 1:

S(F ) =

N∏
i=1

(hu
i + gui − ci)−

N∏
i=1

(hl
i + gui − ci)−

N∏
i=1

(hu
i + gli− ci) +

N∏
i=1

(hl
i + gli− ci)

To add jamming-enhanced probing to the model, we assume that the attacker
can jam and unjam any channel in any hop. The attacker probes a target hop
without jamming, and then iterates through channels whose balances are not
precisely known, jams all other channels, and probes the only unjammed channel.
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Fig. 13. A 2-channel hop that cannot be fully probed due to vastly different capacities.
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Fig. 14. Jamming-enhanced probing allows for fully probing a “long” two-channel hop.

We introduce a rectangle B = R((bl1, . . . , b
l
N ), (bh1 , . . . , b

h
N )), where bli and bhi

are the current balance bounds: bli < bi ≤ bhi . Similarly to Equation 6, we define:

FB = Rin,B \ (R→l
B ∪R←l

B ) (13)

where Rin,B = Rin ∩ B, R→l
B = R→l ∩ B, and R←l

B = R←l ∩ B. In the pre-
jamming phase, individual balance bounds are also updated where possible (in
addition to the bounds on h and g). At each step of jamming-enhanced probing,
B shrinks in half along the ith (currently unjammed) dimension. Ultimately, FB

is reduced to a single point.

B Probing hops with vastly different capacities

If channel capacities in a hop differ significantly, larger channels can “mask”
smaller ones by forwarding all probes in both directions. This scenario is illus-
trated in Figure 13: no probe can cut F (the colored figure) horizontally.

Jamming-enhanced or policy-aware probing helps overcome this challenge by
allowing the attacker to probe channel balances separately (Figure 14), analo-
gously to how it solves the high dimensionality issue discussed in Section 3.3.
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Fig. 15. Experimental setup in an isolated network.

C Experimental setup in an isolated network

Our setting consisted of five nodes running on different ports on the same ma-
chine (Figure 15)36. For Prober and Jammer, we used the c-lightning im-
plementation with a probing tool implemented as a plugin. For JamRecv, we
modified the c-lightning implementation so that the node would wait for
120 seconds after receiving a payment for an unknown invoice. For VictimA and
VictimB, we used eclair (c-lightning does not support parallel channels).
Experiments only involved our own nodes; no LN users were affected.

For both experiments, we opened two channels between VictimA and Vic-
timB and allocated the balances as 68k:432k and 166k:334k (we write Xk for
X thousand satoshis). We also opened channels from the attacker’s node to Vic-
timA. Non-enhanced probing provided an upper bound of 167k for both target
channels and the lower bound of 165k for the entire hop.

Jamming-enhanced probing To infer the balance of the smaller channel, the
attacker sent 150k from Jammer to JamRecv, which held it for two minutes.
The available balances were 68k:432k and 16k:334k (note that the in-flight bal-
ance was unavailable for either direction). Since the 67k channel had the largest
balance in the hop, the attacker could probe it. Probing yielded an estimate
of [66k : 68k], which indeed represented the second channel balance. After the
probing was done, JamRecv failed the in-flight payment. Thus, we confirmed
that channel jamming could improve balance estimates for multi-channel hops.

Fee-aware probing For fee-aware probing, only three nodes were relevant:
Prober, VictimA, and VictimB. We updated the larger channel from the previous
experiment to require non-zero fees. The Prober node was first configured to
send probes with sufficient fees for the more expensive channel. By sending such
probes, the attacker yielded the same result, inferring the balance of the larger
(non-zero-fee) channel. The attacker then configured the Prober node to send
only zero-fee probes and successfully inferred the balance of the smaller channel.

36 Note that Prober and Jammer can be the same node with a separate channel for
each activity, but we make them distinct for simplicity.
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D Experiments on synthetic hops

In this experiment, we demonstrate how the hop structure influences information
gain. We consider two-channel hops with considerably different capacities: either
cbig = 220 or csmall = 215 satoshis. We denote a hop configuration as “x-y-c1-c2”
if x channels are enabled in dir0 , and y channels are enabled in dir1 . If capacities
are different, we denote them as c1 and c2 (if they are the same, it makes no
difference whether they equal cbig or csmall, so we omit this part of the notation).
For example, type “2-1” means that two equal-capacity channels are enabled in
dir0 , but only one is enabled in dir1 . Accounting for symmetry, there are twelve
hop configurations (Table 2). We do not consider channels disabled in both
directions.

Configuration First channel Second channel

Capacity dir0 dir1 Capacity dir0 dir1

2-2 cbig + + cbig + +

2-2-big-small cbig + + csmall + +

2-2-small-big csmall + + cbig + +

1-1 cbig + cbig +

1-1-big-small cbig + csmall +

1-1-small-big csmall + cbig +

2-1 cbig + + cbig +

2-1-big-small cbig + + csmall +

2-1-small-big csmall + + cbig +

2-0 cbig + + cbig
2-0-big-small cbig + + csmall

2-0-small-big csmall + + cbig

Table 2. Configurations of two-channel hops (+ means enabled).

For each configuration, we generated synthetic hops and measured the in-
formation gain and probing speed with optimized and non-optimized amount
selection methods (Table 3).

Hop configurations 2-2 and 1-1 were most vulnerable. The configuration
least prone to probing was 2-0 (0.49 information gain). In general, asymmet-
ric hop configurations were less prone to probing compared to hops with equal
balances, except for “2-1-small-big”. The intuition is that in a “2-1-small-big”
hop all probes went through the larger channel, while the smaller one remained
“masked” (if it was not the only channel enabled in a given direction).

Practically speaking, we conclude that users should only enable channels in
directions they intend to use. If payments in both direction are needed, users
should avoid the configuration “2-1-small-big” (i.e., a small channel enabled in
both directions and a large channel enabled in one direction).
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Configuration Inf. gain Speed (non-opt.) Speed (opt.) Speedup (%)

2-2 0.98 0.99 1.0 1

2-2-big-small 0.58 0.51 0.91 78

2-2-small-big 0.59 0.51 0.91 78

1-1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0

1-1-big-small 1.0 1.0 1.0 0

1-1-small-big 1.0 1.0 1.0 0

2-1 0.76 0.76 0.98 28

2-1-big-small 0.58 0.53 0.95 80

2-1-small-big 0.99 0.99 1.0 1

2-0 0.49 0.99 0.99 0

2-0-big-small 0.57 1.0 1.0 0

2-0-small-big 0.57 1.0 1.0 0

Table 3. Probing results for various configurations of two-channel hops.
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